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Flash LIDARs are an important new sensing technology for relative navigation; these
sensors have shown promising results during rendezvous and docking applications involving
a cooperative vehicle. An area of recent interest is the application of this technology for pose
estimation with non-cooperative client vehicles, in support of on-orbit satellite servicing
activities. The capability for autonomous rendezvous with non-cooperative satellites will
enable refueling and servicing of satellites (particularly those designed without servicing in
mind), allowing these vehicles to continue operating rather than being retired. The research
investigates numerous issues surrounding pose performance using LIDARs. Models for pose
covariance are developed and compared against both simulation results and hardware test
results. For the hardware tests, a SwissRanger ToF camera was used as a surrogate for
Flash LIDARs.

I.

Introduction

Increased interest in on-orbit satellite repair and refueling has led to a need for novel technologies for
relative navigation with respect to a non-cooperative client vehicle. Building on past experience in spacecraft
rendezvous and docking, NASA hopes to develop capabilities for on-orbit repair, maintenance, and refueling
of legacy satellite systems — many of which were designed without thought for serviceability. These vehicles
could routinely be repaired or refueled given modest improvements in autonomous navigation and robotic
systems.1 This manuscript addresses advances in sensing and data processing technologies that may help
bring such capabilities closer to reality.
LIght Detection And Ranging (LIDAR) sensors are a popular choice as the primary relative navigation
sensor for rendezvous and docking because they provide both bearing and range measurements with respect
to the observed object. These data may be processed through an on-board filter to estimate the spacecraft’s
relative position and attitude. LIDARs use light round-trip time-of-flight (ToF) to estimate range according
to the simple relationship
ct
r=
(1)
2
where r is the range from the sensor to the object, c is the speed of light, and t is the light’s traveled
time-of-flight. Thus, for each measured point, the outputs from the LIDAR device are the projected (x, y)
coordinates in the plane perpendicular to the boresight, the range r, and an intensity; the (x, y, z) for
each point is transformed into (x, y, z) coordinates in the sensor frame, where z is aligned with the LIDAR
boresight.
One LIDAR variant that has become popular in the last five years is the Flash LIDAR. Flash LIDARs
simultaneously provide the range and bearing from the sensor to many points on the observed object,
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generating a three-dimensional (3D) point cloud representation of the observed scene. Recent test flights
and theoretical studies have demonstrated Flash LIDARs as a viable sensor option.1–4 To date, however, most
in-flight use and testing of Flash LIDARs has focused on relative navigation with respect to a cooperative
target. Previous Flash LIDAR flight tests3, 5 and subsequent operational use by the SpaceX Dragon capsule6
depended upon the existence of retro-reflectors on the observed object — usually the International Space
Station (ISS) — to assist with the navigation process. These retro-reflectors work as control points for
the estimation of relative position and attitude (collectively called pose), meaning that just these points —
which are positioned at well-known locations on the observed object — are used in the estimation process.4
Vehicles with such navigation aids are said to be cooperative objects.
More recent work has considered pose estimation with Flash LIDARs of objects without navigation aids
(known as non-cooperative objects).7, 8 Examples of non-cooperative objects might include asteroids, as
well as client spacecraft requiring on-orbit refueling. Indeed, solutions to the more general non-cooperative
problem largely subsume those of the cooperative problem; however, much work remains in maturing and
understanding the performance of these LIDAR-based techniques for non-cooperative relative navigation.
One of the outputs of a Flash LIDAR is a 3D point cloud. Much work has been done on processing
point cloud data, and a great deal of these developments have been captured in the open-source Point
Cloud Library.9 Of particular importance is the problem of finding the transformation that maps one point
cloud (the measurements) on top of another point cloud (a pre-existing model of the object). The resulting
transformation — which consists of a translation and a rotation — is the pose estimate sought in the
relative navigation problem. It should be noted that, depending on the application and the authors, this
task is sometimes also referred to as point cloud registration.
The present paper reviews the Flash LIDAR measurement model and discusses the selected method for
pose estimation, and briefly touches on a promising strategy for providing an initial estimate of pose. An
overview of the pose estimation process is provided in Figure 1. The pose estimation problem includes three
steps: (1) pose initialization, (2) matching of points and sampled surfaces between the measured LIDAR
data and a corresponding digital model stored onboard the spacecraft computer, and (3) estimation of pose
given a set of corresponding points. The approximate performance for such pose algorithms is also presented.
Finally, this procedure is demonstrated via Monte Carlo simulation, as well as through laboratory testing
completed at the West Virginia Robotics Technology Center (WVRTC).

Figure 1: Flowchart of pose estimation process.
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II.

LIDAR Measurement Model

The basic non-linear measurement model of a LIDAR used in relative pose estimation is given by
yi = hi (T, r) = Tpi + r

(2)

where yi is the LIDAR measurement to the ith point in the sensor frame, T is the rotation matrix from the
measured object’s body frame to the sensor body frame, pi is the location (relative to the object’s origin)
of the ith measured point, and r is the position of the sensor expressed in the target body frame.
In real life applications, the sensor measurements will be corrupted by noise,
ỹi = Tpi + r + ν i ,

(3)

where ν i is the zero-mean Gaussian noise, ν i ∼ N (0, Ri ). If one assumes that the range error and bearing
error from a LIDAR are small and uncorrelated, then it can be shown that the covariance for a single LIDAR
measurement is described by
!
σρ2
2
2 2
− σφ yi yiT ,
(4)
Ri = ρi σφ I3×3 +
ρ2i
where σφ is the standard deviation
of the the bearing error (in radians), σρ is the standard deviation of the
p
range error, and ρi = kyi k = yiT yi is the range from the sensor to the model’s ith point.

III.

Pose Estimation

Pose estimation using corresponding 3D point cloud data is a well-studied problem, for which a variety of
techniques has been considered. A thorough survey was conducted by Eggert et al.10 which compares the four
most well-known and widely-used pose estimation strategies. Those methods analyzed and compared within
the survey include singular value decomposition (SVD),11, 12 unit quaternions,13 orthonormal matrices,14
and dual quaternions.15 All of these methods begin with least squares fitting, but differ in their approaches
to solving for the six degrees of freedom (6 DOF, three axial rotation angles and 3D spatial translation
vector). Correct one-to-one point correspondences are assumed by all methods prior to optimization of the
pose estimate. While all of the four methods provide workable solutions to the problem at hand, the SVD
method has been selected for its quick execution, robust handling of statistical outliers, and accuracy for
both ideal and noisy measurements. This method has been a popular substitute for the unit quaternion
method and offers comparable accuracy.16
To begin the pose estimation process, one must first examine the probability density function (PDF)
describing the chances of obtaining any particular measurement ỹi , given the state (T, r), which takes the
form of a multivariate Gaussian,


1
T
(ỹ
−
E
[ỹ
])
(5)
p (ỹi | T, r) = Ci exp − (ỹi − E [ỹi ]) R−1
i
i
i
2
with constant
Ci = (2π)

−m/2

det (Ri )

−1/2

.

(6)

If the goal is maximum likelihood estimation of the pose, then the T and r that maximize the likelihood of
obtaining all of the simultaneous Flash LIDAR measurements is desired,
max J(T, r) = p (ỹ1 , ỹ2 , . . . , ỹn | T, r) .

(7)

If the error on each of the measurements is assumed to be uncorrelated, then this maximization problem
may be rewritten as the familiar minimization problem of the form17
min J(T, r) =

n
X
1
i=1

2

T

(ỹi − E [ỹi ]) R−1
(ỹi − E [ỹi ]) .
i

(8)

For the sake of deriving the pose estimation algorithm, suppose for a moment that the measurements have
a spherical covariance,
R−1
= wi I3×3 ,
(9)
i
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where wi = σ12 (and σi is the sensor’s uncertainty at any point i in the point cloud). Additionally, the
i
zero-mean additive noise means the measurements are unbiased,
E [ỹi ] = Tpi + r + E[ν i ] = yi .

(10)

Thus, the minimization problem of interest simplifies to
n

min J(T, r) =

1X
T
wi (ỹi − Tpi − r) (ỹi − Tpi − r) .
2 i=1

(11)

The optimal pose may be found by applying the first differential condition.18 Begin by taking the partial
with respect to r and setting the result to zero,
n

X
∂J
=
wi (ỹi − Tpi − r) = 0 ,
∂r
i=1
and rearranging gives the optimal translation vector,
Pn
Pn
wi ỹi
i=1 wi pi
i=1
−T P
.
r̂ = Pn
n
i=1 wi
i=1 wi

(12)

(13)

The expression can be simplified by recognizing that the two fractions represent the weighted centers of mass
of the measured and model points,
Pn
i=1 wi ỹi
ȳ = P
and
n
wi
(14)
Pn i=1
wi pi
i=1
,
p̄ = Pn
i=1 wi
respectively; and the coordinates may be expressed relative to the centroids, y̌ = ỹi − ȳ and p̌ = pi − p̄,
respectively. The translation vector between the centers of mass is expressed thusly:
r̂ = ȳ − Tp̄ .

(15)

To solve for the optimal rotation matrix, the optimal translation r̂ is substituted into the minimization
expression (Eq. 11) for r:
n

min J(T) =

1X
T
wi (ỹi − Tpi − r̂) (ỹi − Tpi − r̂) .
2 i=1

(16)

Substituting the weighted centers of mass defined in Eq. 14, and then rearranging, gives
min J(T) = λ0 −

n
X

wi y̌iT T p̌i

(17)

i=1

Pn
where λ0 = i=1 wi (y̌iT y̌i + p̌T
i p̌i ). Since the second term of Eq. 17 is a scalar, the summation can be
rewritten as a trace, whose operands may be cyclically permuted, resulting in the expression


min J(T) = λ0 − tr TBT
(18)
where B is a 3 × 3 matrix,
B=

n
X

wi y̌i p̌T
i .

(19)

i=1

As seen in Haralick et al.,12 the singular value decomposition of B is expressed as
B = UDVT ,
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(20)

where the columns of U are orthonormal eigenvectors of BBT and the columns of V are orthonormal
eigenvectors of BT B. D is a diagonal matrix containing the singular values. Using this decomposition of B,
it is now possible to solve for the optimal rotation matrix,


1 0
0

 T
(21)
T̂ = U  0 1
0
V ,
0 0 det(U) det(V)
where the det(U) det(V) term assures that the resulting rotation matrix is right-handed. The optimal
translation may now be found by incorporating the newly found optimal rotation matrix, e.g.,
r̂ = ȳ − T̂p̄ .

(22)

Once the optimal relative rotation matrix and translation are acquired, the pose estimation problem is
completed.

IV.

Computation of Pose via Iterative Closest Point

Pose estimation, sometimes called registration, is the process of aligning two objects on the basis of their
shared features. Stated precisely, pose is the transformation which maps the location of features in a known
frame (the model) to the observed location of those same features in an unknown frame (the sensor data). The
iterative closest point (ICP) strategy16 has become a standard method for registration of three-dimensional
objects, whose surfaces may be sampled to produce point clouds.
Given an initial pose estimate, ICP seeks to iteratively improve the alignment between a sensor-produced
point cloud and the reference model cloud. For each point in the sensor cloud, the nearest point in the model
is determined, defining a correspondence. The sum of the squared correspondence distances is iteratively
minimized until ICP converges upon a minimum.
A.

General Pose Initialization

A key problem with ICP is its tendency, during the course of iteration, to become ‘stuck’ at locally minimized
sum-of-squared-distances which are not the absolute (correct) minima. ICP’s narrow basin of convergence is
typically addressed by providing the algorithm with a reasonable initial guess of the pose, often the output
of ICP from the previous time point.
The very first pose initialization is obtained by some other means, such as using the known poses for the
client body and for the sensor at arrival on orbit. Such techniques require a high degree of knowledge about
the client’s attitude, which may not be available for a tumbling satellite (for example, a spacecraft which
has lost attitude control, or an asteroid). Regardless of the status of the client body, a filter which relies
exclusively on previous filter states is less robust than would be desired.
B.

Oriented, Unique, and Repeatable Clustered Viewpoint Feature Histograms

A promising strategy for pose initialization involves the use of OUR-CVFH, which stands for Oriented,
Unique, and Repeatable Clustered Viewpoint Feature Histograms.19 The strategy is related to Fast Point
Feature Histograms,20 which was previously explored for pose estimation during approach to ISS.8 The
authors are exploring the use of this technique for initialization of ICP in ongoing research.
The OUR-CVFH recognition pipeline, which is part of the PCL,9 involves the identification of clusters
of points with similar surrounding surface features. The clusters are each described by at least one, but no
more than eight, 308-bin histograms. Training of OUR-CVFH involves the identification of clusters on a set
of training views. By matching the clusters in a test LIDAR point cloud to those in a specific training view
(which can be accomplished by a k nearest neighbors search), a set of candidate matches is obtained. The
best match is typically the closest training view to the test view, which provides a 6 DOF pose estimate.
Figure 2 shows the top candidate initial pose guess from the OUR-CVFH pipeline on ISS’s Zarya module,
using a simulated LIDAR image produced at 100 meters by the LIDARgl OpenGL simulator (developed in the
WVU Applied Space Exploration Lab). This estimate was calculated in 2.1 seconds on a 2011 Macbook Air.
The OUR-CVFH method is noteworthy not only for its speedy 6 DOF pose approximation, but for its
ability to recognize objects — even when those objects are partially occluded.19 Its pose estimate is at least
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Figure 2: Pose initialization estimate for ISS module Zarya using the OUR-CVFH pipeline at a range of 100
meters. Red points represent the LIDAR-derived point cloud; black points indicate the composite training
cloud.

as good as the angle between training views; with sufficient training, albeit on a scale untenable for modern
flight processors, an exact pose could be calculated without any help from ICP.
Work is under way on characterizing the performance of the OUR-CVFH pipeline at various ranges.
However, the underlying strategy suggests that OUR-CVFH may fail to recover client body attitude when
sensor readings include few points (e.g., early in the approach). Furthermore, at very close ranges, OURCVFH is limited by the fidelity of the 3D model used for training. At any range, degeneracy of views (such
as for rotationally symmetric objects) is problematic. Filters which rely on the OUR-CVFH pipeline for pose
re-initialization will need to account for these factors. Although the method presented in this manuscript
does not make use of OUR-CVFH for its pose initialization, future work will demonstrate this technique.

V.

Development of Analytic Pose Covariance Relations

The optimal estimate of the pose of a spacecraft is found by minimizing the weighted sum of the measurement residuals. Ideally, this weighting would be the inverse of the measurement covariance. To compute
pose using SVD, the weighting matrix is assumed to be spherical (see Eq. 9), but Eq. 4 clearly shows that
a LIDAR measurement doesn’t generally have a spherical covariance. This assumption makes the resulting pose solution a weighted least squares estimate, but not necessarily a maximum likelihood estimate.
Therefore, the analytic state covariance for the described situation is given as17
"
P=

n
X

#−1
HT
i Wi Hi

i=1

where, if Wi =

1
σi2

n
X

HT
i Wi Ri Wi Hi

" n
X

i=1

#−1
HT
i Wi Hi

(23)

i=1

I3×3 , then

P=

" n
X
i=1

#−1
HT
i Hi

n
X

"
HT
i Ri Hi

i=1

n
X

#−1
HT
i Hi

.

(24)

i=1

It should be noted that this covariance estimate is still a bit optimistic. The construction of the covariance
matrix R assumes an observed point is tied to a specific point in the model. While ICP will force this
correspondence to be the case, most LIDAR measurements of non-cooperative objects will belong to a
surface and, therefore, only contain information in the direction of the surface normal to first order. As a
result, it is necessary to observe multiple surfaces facing sufficiently independent directions for the full 6 DOF
pose to be observable from a single LIDAR image. When point-to-point matching is enforced between the
model and the measurements by ICP, the measurement noise will result in incorrect point correspondence —
an error source not captured in the above covariance equations. Consequently, this analytic covariance will
underestimate the actual pose covariance in practice. Therefore, future work will examine point-to-plane
covariance in more detail.
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VI.

Monte Carlo Validation of Pose Estimation

In order to examine and test the algorithms being implemented within the pose estimation program,
Monte Carlo simulations were run and the results analyzed. As a way of demonstrating the above comments
about point-to-point matching, simulations were run using both perfect matching (rarely achieved in practice)
and imperfect matching (more similar to reality).
These simulations assume that the LIDAR is observing a simple box with dimensions of 0.305 × 0.231 ×
0.114 m. The model point cloud, normally created through a CAD model, is then imported and provides
a grid of equally space points on the model. Each Monte Carlo run creates a new set of simulated LIDAR
measurements (a 3D point cloud in this case) with noise described by Eq. 4. Additionally, a random pose
initialization error is applied at the beginning of each run.
The two data sets (measured and model) are then processed through a custom point-to-point ICP implementation making use of the Matlab KDTreeSearcher class. The matching function works by first creating
a kD tree with the model data. The matching function then runs a standard nearest neighbor search to
match each points from the measured point cloud to a candidate point in the model data set. The matched
points from the model set are sent into the estimation routine, along with the measurement data, to calculate a rotation matrix and the position vector. This process repeats until the residuals of the measurements
are within a set tolerance. The residuals are calculated between the estimated transform and the known
actual transform. After the tolerance criteria have been met the residuals are stored and the Monte Carlo
simulation begins another run. The stored residuals are used to calculate the covariance of the estimation
process over ten thousand runs and compared with the analytic results.
A.

Monte Carlo Analysis of Pose Performance with Perfect Matching

The first case analyzed uses model data comprised of points randomly sampled from the surface of a simulated
box. The measured data are created from a subset of these points that have been translated, rotated, and
then corrupted with noise. Because the measured points were pulled directly from the model point cloud, and
since the measurement error is substantially smaller than the spacing between the sampled points, most of
the point correspondences will be correct when the ICP algorithm is finished. The perfect matches eliminate
the error in the point correspondence, representing an idealized scenario that rarely occurs in practice for
non-cooperative navigation.
The results of this 10,000-run Monte Carlo analysis can be seen in Figure 3. The residuals along each
axis are shown in the histograms, with each bar describing the frequency at which that error occurred during
Monte Carlo analysis. The dashed line shows the numeric covariance from ICP and the solid line shows the
calculated analytic covariance provided through Eq. 24.
B.

Monte Carlo Analysis of Pose Performance with Imperfect Matching

After ensuring that the ICP implementation worked for measured points with perfect matches in the model
cloud, a second set of simulations was run for the more realistic scenario where points do not have definite
matches. As before, the measured point cloud was created from points randomly distributed on the box
surface. The model point cloud, however, now consists of equally spaced points distributed over the surface
of the box. The spacing between these points was chosen to be very small compared to the sensor noise. As
such, the randomly generated surface points will be matched to a point on the box surface that is different
from the actual surface point from which the measurement was created. The results of such a Monte Carlo
analysis are shown in Figure 4. As expected, the analytic covariance is overly optimistic and has a slightly
smaller standard deviation than the actual numeric results.

VII.

Experimental Validation of Pose Estimation Using a SwissRanger

In addition to the Monte Carlo analysis described in the previous section, it is equally as important is to
assess pose performance when processing actual sensor data. A SwissRanger 4000 ToF camera was selected
as a surrogate Flash LIDAR for experimental validation of the analytic pose covariance. The SwissRanger and Flash LIDAR produce analogous information (intensity image and range image) when viewing an
object, although using different methods. Data from a SwissRanger was collected in a controlled laboratory
environment. The following summarizes the test facility, experimental set-up, and experimental results.
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A.

WVRTC Testing Facility

The West Virginia Robotic Technology Center (WVRTC) at West Virginia University (WVU) is a development and technology test bed facility supporting Goddard Space Flight Center’s Satellite Servicing Capabilities Office (SSCO).The WVRTC was established in 2009 and is located off-campus in the Robert H. Mollohan
Research Center in Fairmont, West Virginia. The Center houses multiple robotic platforms with an objective
of supporting full-scale testing of satellite servicing technology and operational procedures.21
The experimental validation test procedures using the SwissRanger system were performed in the Satellite Servicing Robotic Workstation (SSRW) of the WVRTC, shown in Figure 5. This station houses three
industrial robot manipulators with 7 DOF motion capability. The positional accuracy of the robot manip-

(a) Translation error histogram.

(b) Rotation error histogram.

Figure 3: Numeric (dashed) and analytic (solid) PDFs conform closely for errors in rotation (a) and translation (b) for point clouds which match perfectly. The PDFs are overlaid on a histogram from a 10,000-run
Monte Carlo simulation.

(a) Translation error histogram.

(b) Rotation error histogram.

Figure 4: The analytic covariance is slightly optimistic because it neglects errors introduced from imperfect
matching of measured points to model points.
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ulator equipped with the SwissRanger system mounted to the manipulator end effector locations serves as
the source of the truth data used for comparison to the sensor-based pose determination.
The SSRW robot manipulators are the Yaskawa Motoman SIA50D and SIA10D models. The superior
dexterity of a 7 DOF robot manipulator enables the manipulator to re-orient itself relative to the object and
environment — a characteristic critical for proposed satellite servicing objectives and for test evaluations such
as that presented in this work. In addition, a robot manipulator with advanced repeatability capabilities,
based on robot joint kinematic evaluation, is essential for accurate data acquisition. The repeatability
performance parameter and additional specifications of the SIA50D model used in this test are summarized
in Table 1.
Table 1: Test robot manipulator specifications and performance parameters.
Robot Model
Motoman SIA50D

B.

DOF
7

Payload
50 kg

Workspace Volume
12.74 m3

Max Velocity
200 deg/s (wrist twist)

Repeatability
±0.1 mm

Testing Procedure

In order to collect experimental data, the SwissRanger was mounted on a Motoman robotic arm end effector
with a custom attachment bracket (Figure 6).
The SwissRanger’s coordinate frame was created using a Leica laser tracker (AT 901-MR). Leica measurements were collected on three sides of the camera and a frame was affixed to the center of the SwissRanger’s

Figure 5: The Satellite Servicing Robotic Workstation at the WVRTC.

(a) SwissRanger attached to Motoman SIA50D.

(b) SwissRanger mounted on end effector.

Figure 6: Complete experimental test set-up.
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receive optics (with the z + -direction going out of the camera along the boresight). A similar procedure with
the Leica tracker was used to established body-fixed frames on the various objects that were observed (e.g.
the box shown in this paper). These frames, along with recorded robot positions, are used to establish a
“truth” for comparison with the pose measured/estimated by the SwissRanger.
The observed objects were individually fixed to a duvetyne fabric-covered test platform. The black
duvetyne fabric works as a light absorption surface and is used to emulate the space environment as best as
possible in the laboratory environment.
For each observed object, both static and dynamic tests were performed. The static tests are useful for
assessing pose performance, while the dynamic tests demonstrate how performance changes with viewing
geometry. For the dynamic tests, a number of simulated rendezvous trajectories were performed. These
pre-programmed trajectories followed straight line approach paths and were approximately 30 seconds in
duration. During each one of these tests, SwissRanger data was collected at a rate of 30 Hz. Each SwissRanger frame is stored in an individual time-stamped file that includes a 3D point cloud (x, y, z coordinates in
the camera frame), range image, and intensity image. Simultaneously, the rotation angles and position of
the Motoman SIA50D end effector were recorded into a robot position log.
C.

SiwssRanger Data Pre-processing

Each SwissRanger data file containes the x, y, z coordinates, range, and intensity for each of the 25,344
(144 × 176) pixels on the focal plane array. As was mentioned before, black duvetyne fabric was used to
emulate a space background for these tests. Practical limitations, however, precluded the entire SwissRanger FOV to be covered by fabric at the beginning of the test (when the sensor is farthest away from the
observed object). This resulted in testing artifacts around the image edges. To simulate the type of image
that would be encountered in space, these testing artifacts need to be removed. This was achieved through
a combination of intensity-based and range-based filters. An example of this is shown in Figure 7
D.

Empirical Characterization of Pose Performance with Static Test Data

A series of static tests were performed to assess the typical pose performance that may be achieved when
viewing a simple box with the SwissRanger. The SwissRanger and the observed object were placed in a static
configuration and two thousand images were collected of the unchanging scene. These two thousand images
were then separately imported and processed through the pose estimation algorithms described above. The
resulting distribution of pose solutions describes the pose error due to sensor noise. The results can be seen
in Figure 8 and Table 2.
E.

Approach Simulation Processing

Next, pose estimation was performed on the dynamic approach data to demonstrate the utility of LIDAR for
non-cooperative rendezvous. The particular case shown here has a total duration of 28 seconds. Each image
taken during this approach was filtered to remove testing artifacts and processed through the ICP-based
pose estimation algorithm. A few example images from the approach are shown in Figure 9. The pose

Raw$Intensity$Image$

Processed$Intensity$Image$

Figure 7: Example LIDAR intensity image containing testing artifacts (left) that are removed through simple
intensity and range checks to create an artifact-free image (right).
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estimates created using SwissRanger data were compared to the known values from the robot position logs.
The results are shown in Figure 10.
As seen in Figures 10–11 the ICP was able to accurately estimate the pose of the camera relative to the
the target body during an approach, with small errors. The covariance of the system was calculated using
Eq. 24 and encompasses most of the errors seen in the estimation. While the noise is of approximately the
correct magnitude, there a pose bias that is not accounted for in the covariance shown in these plots. This
bias, which is likely due to poor observations on one of the box faces, has a magnitude of about 1 cm in
position and 1◦ in attitude.

VIII.

Conclusion

This manuscript examines the effectiveness of Flash LIDAR sensors for autonomous rendezvous and
docking of non-cooperative satellites. The report makes use of the standard iterative closest point (ICP)
algorithm for obtaining an optimal pose estimate, and demonstrates pose determination along an approach
recorded using a SwissRanger 4000 ToF camera. A derivation is presented for analytic pose covariance
computation, which is numerically validated using a Monte Carlo simulation. Additional forward work is
necessary to accurately capture the affects of imperfect matching between the measured point cloud and the
model point cloud within an analytic covariance framework.
A key obstacle with ICP — its narrow basin of convergence — is discussed, and the OUR-CVFH pose
initialization strategy (which requires no initial guess, but produces an inexact pose) is presented briefly as a
solution. Future work will further detail the use of OUR-CVFH for filter initialization and re-initialization,
and will demonstrate the non-cooperative pose estimation process in real-time.
This analysis offers positive indications for the applicability of Flash LIDARs in relative navigation with

Table 2: Static pose distribution statistical values.

X, m
Y, m
Z, m
Pitch, deg
Yaw, deg
Roll, deg

Mean
-0.0023
-0.0146
1.1848
76.1756
40.6986
-9.1522

Std. Dev.
0.000402
0.000421
0.000884
0.3622
0.1911
0.3994

(a) Position deviation.

Skewness
-0.0535
0.5822
0.0493
0.2347
0.1064
0.6781

Kurtosis
2.8555
3.2828
2.8739
2.8550
2.8515
3.2362

(b) Rotation deviation.

Figure 8: Distribution of static pose estimation.
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non-cooperative targets. The ability to estimate pose with the data produced by a LIDAR sensor has been
well-examined and is a proven technology for cooperative applications, but hasn’t yet been flown in missions
involving non-cooperative vehicles. Such non-cooperative vehicles (e.g., legacy satellites) were built without
consideration for serviceability, refueling, or docking, and the ability to accomplish these tasks autonomously
would greatly improve the life expectancy of expensive space technologies.
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Figure 9: Example intensity images and 3D point clouds from SwissRanger during rendezvous test. Intensity
images on the left show results after pre-processing has removed test artifacts. The gray pyramid in the
right-hand 3D image shows the SwissRanger’s field of view.
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(a) Position change from initial.

(b) Rotation change from initial.

Figure 10: True and estimated approach tracking results.

(a) Rotation error.

(b) Translation error.

Figure 11: Error between estimated pose (from SwissRanger measurements and ICP algorithm) and true
pose (from robot log files). The blue line is the error and the black line is the 3σ covariance.
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